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Abstract - The number of errors that a convolutional codes can 
correct in a segment of the encoded sequence is upper bounded by 
the number of distrinct syndrome sequences of the relevant length. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
We shall analyse the error correcting power of a convolutional code 
by relating the number of correctable errors to the available syndromes. 
The results are related to the bound in [ 11, but we take a more direct 
approach. Syndromes for convolutional cqdes have not received much 
attention since the structural results appeared in [2]. The main difi- 
culty compared to block codes, is that different sequence lengths have 
to be considered. Even though a Hamming type upper bound usually 
cannot be reached, it is an important estimate of the number of errors 
that can be corrected with high probability by a typical code. 
11. CORRECTABLE ERRORS FOR SHORT SEQUENCES 
In [3] a general method for relating bounds for block codes to convo- 
lutional codes was introduced. Thus an upper bound on the number 
of errors that can be corrected independent of their location, to, may 
be derived from the Hamming bound for block codes. However, a direct 
analysis of errors and syndromes in convolutional codes gives a tighter 
bound, since some error patterns give rize to short syndromes. 
Theorem 1: If a binary (n,k) convolutional code with encoder memory 
M (blocks) and syndrome former memory M’ corrects all combinations 
of to errors, the inequality 
is satisfied for any s>M and ji b. Here CO) is the number of truncated 
codewords of weight j. 
The bound will be applied to examples of short high rate codes, and 
we shall demonstrate how the factor c(j) makes the bound sharper than 
the translated Hamming bound. It is essential to the performance of 
convolutional codes that the number of correctable errors increases with 
the length of the sequence. Thus we are interested in the number of 
errors, tj , that can be corrected in a sequence of length j blocks, 
provided that no more than to errors occur in a sequence of length j-1. 
This approach may be extended to yield a description of distributions 
of correctable errors in short sequences. 
111. A VARIABLE LENGTH DESCRIPTION OFERRORS 
An obvious question about a convolutional code is, how often can a 
burst of to errors be corrected? Our first approach above does not give 
a convenient answer to questions of this type, since the syndromes are 
simply assumed to be zero outside the window under consideration. 
Thus we seek a rule for segmenting the error pattem into finite strings 
in such a way that any concatenation of correctable strings form a 
correctable error sequence: This gives a variable length description of 
the correctable error patterns which may be related to a segmentation 
of the syndrome sequence. The segments may be mapped on the leaves 
of a tree where the branches are labeled by the syndrome bits. 
Iv. AN UPPER BOUND BY THE KRAFT INEQUALITY 
We may obtain a Hamming type upper bound by relating the error 
sequence and the syndrome sequence through a version of Kraft’s 
inequality: 
Theorem 2: For a tree of correctable error pattems, the number of paths 
of length L (blocks) is A(L). Then the number of check symbols per 
block, r, must satisfy 
x A ( L )  2rL I 1 
This version of the upper bound indicates that for short codes there is 
a trade-off between a high value of to and a rapid increase in the 
number of correctable errors with the length of the sequence. Clearly 
for long codes, the fraction of errors is given by the saymptotic Ham- 
ming bound. 
v. RELATION TO THE BOUND BY FINITE STATE ALGORITHMS 
While the bound of Theorem 2 gives a convenient way of testing partial 
descriptions of error patterns, the variable length description usually 
leads to an infinite tree. Thus a complete weight specification is natu- 
rally described by a finite state algorithm, and we arrive at the upper 
bound discussed in [ 11. 
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